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ABSTRACT Having a reduced number of switches and isolated DC sources yet generating a higher number
of voltage levels has been always the challenge when selecting the appropriate Multilevel Inverter (MLI)
topology. Nowadays, Single-DC-Source Multilevel Inverter (SDCS-MLI) topologies are being considered as
more suitable for many power system applications such as Renewable Energy (RE) conversion systems and
electrified transportations compared to the Multiple-DC-Source MLIs (MDCS-MLIs). Moreover, increasing
the power rating and minimizing the switching frequency while maintaining reasonable power quality using
a SDCS-MLI is an important requirement and a persistent challenge for the industry. Thus, this paper
presents a general review on the available SDCS-MLI topologies and future trends. Existing solutions are
discussed and analyzed based on their topologies, number of output voltage levels, number of active/passive
components, advantages/limitations, maturity, and industrial applications. Furthermore, recommendations
for future research and development are suggested in this paper.

INDEX TERMS Single DC-source, multilevel inverters, MLI, SDCS-MLI, 5-level, reduced components
count, industrial applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Based on the recent energy statistics, additional power gen-
eration is required from renewable energies (REs) in order to
decrease the bad environmental impacts of traditional genera-
tion [1]. However, the raw outputs of REs need to go through
buck/boosting and conversion stages in order to ensure a
high-quality AC power injection to the grid. This requires the
deployment of high-efficiency, and in many cases high-power
inverters (usually connected to medium-voltage grids).

The output of the traditional 2-level inverter contains a lot
of harmonics, which makes the use of large filters mandatory.
Moreover, in many high-power applications, the capabilities
of the 2-level inverter semiconductors are limited by the ex-
isting technology to tolerate the high voltage/current ratings
[2].

Thus, Multilevel Inverters (MLIs) have been introduced,
where the first investigations were mainly based on reducing

the voltage rating of switches for high-power medium-voltage
applications where the technology was limited in the market.
Nowadays, MLIs are developed to have high number of levels
in order to reduce the harmonic pollution and filtering efforts
[3], [4].

An MLI employs a combination of switches and DC
sources/capacitors to generate several voltage levels and have
the individual switches carrying less voltage than 2-level in-
verters. The employed switches are turned on/off according to
a selected switching pattern (low voltage block requirement
since the switches are not carrying the totality of the DC volt-
age) in order to produce various voltage levels at the output
even at lower switching frequency. Such multilevel voltage
waveform leads to better voltage/current quality, hence a re-
duced output filter size. Fig. 1 shows the basic concept of an
MLI operation. Fig. 1(a) shows a conventional 2-level inverter
(+Vdc or –Vdc at the output voltage terminals), while a
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FIGURE 1. One leg of (a) 2-level, (b) 3-level and (c) n-levels inverter.

FIGURE 2. Real examples of isolated DC sources.

three-level output voltage (+ Vdc, 0 and –Vdc) is produced by
the inverter shown in Fig. 1(b). The multilevel configuration
represented in Fig. 1(c) generates an n-level output voltage.
As it can be noticed from the figure, the power switches carry
a maximum voltage rating of Vdc, while the output voltage
level maybe higher than Vdc. This MLI feature helps to reach
higher power levels without switches derating. Nowadays, the
usage of such inverters has been reported in up to 13.8 kV and
100 MW applications [5], [6].

The MLI technology has been initiated by the concept of
multilevel step wave in Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) and Flying
Capacitors (FC) inverters in the late 1960s [7]. In 1970, the
Diode Clamped Converter (DCC) was introduced but these
topologies were proposed for low power applications [8].
For medium-voltage applications, the Neutral Point Clamped
(NPC) and then the CHB have been proposed in the 1980s [9],
[10]. The FC Inverter (FCI) has been evolved to be employed
in medium-voltage and high-power industries in 1990 [11].

MDCS-MLIs require the employment of multiple isolated
DC supplies [12], [13]. Such isolated DC power supplies are
made up from PV panels, batteries, or AC sources connected
to a transformer and rectifier (Fig. 2). Such structure is of
big size and high cost in case of MDCS-MLIs. One of the
mostly used MDCS-MLIs in high-power motor drive appli-
cations is the CHB inverter due to its high modularity and
identical voltage rating of the employed switches in case of
using identical DC sources. Many other MDCS-MLI have
been limitedly used in industry because of the unequal voltage
rating of DC supplies and switches. A fair comparison, con-
sidering an identical voltage rating, between CHB MLIs and
other MDCS-MLIs proves that the CHB MLI is characterized
by the employment of optimum number of components and
higher modularity [15]. However, the major concern of the
MDCS-MLIs is the possibility of unbalanced power sharing
among feeders (different voltage levels among the isolated

DC sources), which leads to undesirable power losses and
malfunctioning [14], [15].

Thus, the use of SDCS-MLIs is generally preferred due
to the fact that the employed auxiliary capacitors could be
controlled through a proper selection of switching states with-
out adding extra complexity to the system by using lin-
ear/nonlinear controllers. SDCS-MLIs can be entirely de-
ployed in power system applications where the 2-level ones
are already operational without alterations on the DC side
(input) and AC side (output). Moreover, no/few adjustments
are incorporated in the controller design since only one DC-
link voltage should be regulated and the error signal is used
to generate the reference current. Yet, a multilevel switching
technique with integrated voltage balancing procedure (tak-
ing advantage of the redundant switching states) should be
employed to replace the conventional modulation block.

Accordingly, the objectives of this paper are listed as fol-
lows.

1) To review the available SDCS-MLIs.
2) To discuss the merits and limitations of each SDCS-

MLI.
3) To presents potential industrial applications for each

topology.
4) To give recommendations for further research and de-

velopment.

II. SINGLE DC-SOURCE MULTILEVEL INVERTERS

A. PRELIMINARIES

NPC, FC, and Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) have
been considered as the most attractive SDCS-MLI families in
which FCs (auxiliary capacitors) are used to produce more
voltage levels at the output terminals. Recently, the Packed
U-Cells (PUC) inverter, considered as an asymmetrical FCI,
has emerged as an interesting SDCS-MLI topology that facil-
itates the implementation of existing controllers for various
applications.

B. TOPOLOGIES

1) FCI FAMILY

The FCI has been considered as one of the most interest-
ing MLI topologies in industrial application and research
fields during the last decades due to its several advantages
such as transformer-less operation and equal distribution of
switching stress [16]. In FCI topologies, switching power cells
composed of 2 low/medium-voltage switching devices con-
trolled in a complementary manner [17] and one DC capacitor,
are connected in series to form the converter phase leg and
achieve higher voltage/power ranges. The main control task in
FCIs is to balance the capacitors’ voltages while controlling
the output current. For a stable operation of an n-cell FCI,
these voltages should be controlled at Vdc/n and 2Vdc/n and (n
+ 1) voltage levels are generated. For instance, a 3-cell (n=1)
FCI (Fig. 3(a)) generates 4 voltage levels (n + 1) at the output
terminals (Fig. 4) when the capacitors voltages are controlled
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FIGURE 3. Common FCI-based topologies.

FIGURE 4. Experimental results of a grid-connected 3-cell FCI. Upper:
output voltage VAB; Bottom: output current.

TABLE 1. Switching Patterns of a 3-Cell FCI

at Vdc/3 and 2Vdc/3 . The corresponding switching patterns are
shown in Table 1.

Many other SDCS-MLIs are derived from the FCI structure
such as: Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC) [19], [21] and
cascaded connection of the modified FCI [22]. Combination
of conventional FC, NPC, and 2-level inverter topologies have
been also used for 3-phase open-end induction motor drives
using only a single DC source as reported in [23].

The SMC can be seen as a combination of two FCI stacked
together [24]–[26]. It consists of a hybrid association of com-
mutation cells making possible to share the voltage constraint

on several switches, and also to improve the output waveforms
of the converter in terms of number of levels and switching
frequency. These benefits lead to a decrease in the cost and
size of the SMC in comparison with the conventional FCI
for the same output voltage especially for high-power appli-
cations. For instance, a 4-cell (2n with n = 2) SM converter
is composed of 8 (2n) high-frequency switches forming 4 (n)
commutation cells, 2 (n-2) clamping capacitors with the same
capacitance and different DC voltage ratings equal to Vdc/2
and Vdc (Fig. 3(b)). The corresponding output voltage has
5-levels (2n + 1).

Another FCI based 7-level hybrid topology was proposed in
[27], where each phase of the inverter is realized by cascading
two three-level FCIs with a half-bridge module in between
(Fig. 3(c)). The main advantage of this topology is the ex-
tension capability of the linear modulation range by allowing
reduced common-mode voltage (CMV). With the aim of mit-
igating the leakage current, a similar common-ground 5-level
PV inverter topology was proposed in [28] by employing a
flying capacitor leg and a half-bridge module. The proposed
topology is characterized by its reduced output harmonic con-
tent and reactive power injection capability.

An alternative version of the conventional FCI was pro-
posed in [29] as a modular sub-multilevel module. The main
advantage of the modified FCI, in comparison with the con-
ventional one, is that the number and voltage rating of the
required dc voltage sources are halved for the same number
of generated voltage levels, making it more practical and effi-
cient in the medium-voltage high-power applications. This en-
hancement is attained by adding four switching devices to the
conventional FCI topology without any further amendment.

2) PUC FAMILY

The PUC inverter, considered as an asymmetrical/double FCI
where only two low frequency switches are added to the
conventional FCI topology, has been getting an increased in-
terest as a SDCS-MLI topology due to its multiple features
compared to the other MLI topologies [30]–[33]. The main
benefits of this topology are the flexibility in expanding to
higher output levels while employing a SDCS, enhancement
of the filter bandwidth taking advantage of the switching states
redundancy, high reliability and cost reduction due to the em-
ployment of a reduced number of active components, and high
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FIGURE 5. Common PUC-based topologies.

FIGURE 6. Experimental results of a grid-connected PUC7 inverter. Upper:
output voltage VAB; Bottom: Input voltage V1 (in blue) and capacitor
voltage VC (in red).

ride-through capability assured by the auxiliary capacitors.
Each cell of the PUC topology consists of one capacitor and
two power switches. For an n cells topology, 2n switches (the
switches of each cell are complimentarily controlled leading
to 2n combinations) and n-2 capacitors are employed. For
instance, a 3-cell PUC inverter (Fig. 5(a)) has only 6 active
switches, 1 DC source, and 1 auxiliary capacitor (C2). If
the capacitor voltage V2 is controlled at 1/3 of Vdc, then a
7-level voltage waveform (PUC7 configuration) is generated
at the output terminals (±Vdc, ±2/3Vdc, ±Vdc/3, 0) (Fig. 6)
[34]–[38]. In PUC7, there is no redundant states (apart from
the zero state as shown in Table 2) and utilizing control system
to set the voltage on the flying capacitor is inevitable.

If the capacitor voltage is regulated at the reference value
V2

∗=Vdc/2, and taking advantage of the switching redun-
dancy, an optimized output performance could be achieved
by the generation of 5 equidistant voltage levels (PUC5) at
the output terminals (Fig. 7) resulting in a better flexibility
in voltage levels generation (Table 3) and easier balancing
of the capacitor voltage compared to the PUC7 configuration
[39]–[45]. By adding a capacitor to the PUC5 inverter, a new
topology called ZPUC5 was proposed in [46], where the out-
put voltage waveform is unipolar.

TABLE 2. Switching Table of a PUC7 Inverter

FIGURE 7. Experimental results of a grid-connected PUC5 inverter. Upper:
capacitor voltage VC; Middle: output voltage VAB; Bottom: grid voltage Vgrid

(in magenta) and output current igrid (in green).

However, decreasing the voltage levels may affect the
power quality (THD increase) [43]. Thus, an extended ver-
sion, called PUC9, was investigated by adding 1 power cell
(two switches and one capacitor) leading to the generation of
9 voltage levels (reduced THD) [47]–[48]. The PUC9 inverter
is considered as a low-cost inverter due to the reduced number
of devices and simple voltage controller. Higher-level PUC
topologies were investigated in the literature for better power
quality [49]–[52].
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FIGURE 8. Common NPC-based topologies.

TABLE 3. Switching Table of a PUC5 Inverter

A cascade connection of PUC inverters, seen as multilevel
modules, was proposed in [53] to decrease the voltage
diversity of the PUC inverter. This enhancement helps to
increase the modularity of the PUC-based MLIs. Another
connection of high-voltage/low-frequency and low-
voltage/high-frequency PUC sub-modules was proposed
in [54] to form a 23-level Hybrid Packed U-Cell (H-PUC)
converter characterized by reduced power losses and higher
efficiency.

Recently, a novel 9-level Packed E-Cell (PEC9), with a
comparable component count and self-balancing capability of
the capacitors’ voltages, was proposed in [55], [56]. The PEC9
is composed of 7 power switches and 2 auxiliary capacitors
shunted by a four-quadrant switch (Fig. 5(b)). The shunting of
the DC capacitors allows their charging/discharging making
use of the redundant switching states and their voltages are
self-balanced to 1/4 of the DC-link voltage.

By adding two bidirectional switches to the 3-cell PUC
topology, 9 voltage levels could be generated by a Crossover
Switches Cell (CSC) inverter where the peak output voltage
value is greater than the value of the DC source voltage (boost
capability) (Fig. 5(c)) [57].

3) NPC FAMILY

The 3-level NPC (Fig. 8(a)) has been the mostly employed
SDCS-MLI [10] in medium voltage drive, marine, and mining
applications owing to its high performance compared to the

2-level structure. However, for higher number of levels oper-
ation, the 3-level NPC topology suffers from the substantial
increase in the number of employed clamping diodes as well
as the dc-link capacitor voltage balancing issue.

By cascading 2 NPC modules, a new power converter called
series-connected multilevel converter (SCMC) was proposed
for medium-voltage high-power applications in [58]. The five-
level operation of SCMC (5L-SCMC) is performed by using
three-level NPC converter modules in each phase. Compared
to the 5-level CHB topology, the required number of sec-
ondary windings (needed for isolated DC sources) is consid-
erably reduced in the 5L-SCMC, which leads to the reduction
of the complexity and cost of the overall system.

A modified version of the NPC called T3 (Fig. 8(b)) was
proposed in [59]. Indeed, the clamping diodes of the NPC are
replaced by bidirectional switches in T3. Due to the low con-
duction and switching losses of the T3 inverter, the efficiency
is very high especially for medium switching frequencies
(8–24 kHz) often used in industry. Basically, the T3 inverter
regroups the merits of the 2-level inverter (simple operation,
reduced component count, and low conduction losses) and
the 3-level inverter (increased output voltage quality with low
switching losses). Thus, T3 has been considered as a good al-
ternative to 2-level inverters in low-voltage with high switch-
ing frequency applications. A 9-level modified T-type MLI
(MT-MLI) with reduced number of switches was proposed
in [60]. By integrating T3 cells into Nested NPC (NNPC)
[61], higher levels of output voltage could be achieved. For
instance, a 5-level T-type Nested Neutral-Point-Clamped (T-
NNPC) converter was proposed in [62], which is considered
as an attractive topology for medium-voltage applications as it
can work in a wide range of voltages with fewer components.
Other NPC-based 5-level topologies have been proposed in
the literature. Some of these topologies have been investi-
gated by researchers such as Bidirectional NPC (BNPC) [63]
and Pinned Mid-Points (PMP) MLI [64], while others have
been commercialized by manufacturers such as 5-level H-
bridge NPC (HNPC) [65] and 5-level active NPC (ANPC)
(Fig. 8(c)) [66]. Recently, modified ANPC topologies have
been proposed, such as new 5-L ANPC [67], 6-Switch and
7-Switch 5L-ANPC [68]–[69], improved ANPC (I-ANPC)
[70], and 5-Level Common-Ground Boost-Type Active
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FIGURE 9. Common CHB-based topologies.

Neutral-Point-Clamped (5L-CGBT-ANPC) inverter [71]. The
latter topology is characterized by its voltage-boosting capa-
bility, high-frequency Common Mode Voltage (CMV) miti-
gation, and enhancement of the DC-link voltage utilization
taking advantage of the common ground.

Also, 5-level and N-level hybrid-clamped MLI topologies
comprising active (switches) and passive (diodes and capaci-
tors) clamping devices were presented in [72]–[74]. The pro-
posed topologies do not require the use of additional cir-
cuitry to balance DC-link capacitor voltages compared to the
diode-clamped MLIs. Like the FCI, where the floating capac-
itors contribute the voltage synthesis, the redundant switching
states are used to balance the capacitor voltages.

For RE applications, a single-stage extended T-type boost
inverter was proposed in [75]. It consists of switched capac-
itors and T-type inverter that can step-up the output voltage
without inductors. In addition, the number of the switched
capacitors corresponds to the maximum boost ratio. Similarly,
a transformer-less step-up MLI was proposed in [76] based
on cascaded connection of bipolar T-type 5-level modules.
Nevertheless, the NPC-based topologies have been suffering
from the requirement of capacitive divider bridge to deal with
the midpoint balancing (large voltage ripples). Thus, soft-
ware/hardware solutions, such as space vector modulation,
advanced controllers, and the employment of external circuits
for capacitors’ voltages balancing are needed.

4) CHB FAMILY

The CHB inverter is one of the mostly used MLI topologies
in the industry due to its high efficiency and modularity. How-
ever, the main drawback of the conventional CHB is the use
of more than one isolated DC source (Fig. 9(a)) that each
one means, to the industry, a transformer and a rectifier. As
a remedy, a single DC source CHB MLI has been reported in
the literature as single-phase [77] and 3-phase configurations
[78]. The main drawback of this configuration is its depen-
dency to the modulation index and load impedance to regulate

the capacitor voltage. Thus, advanced modulation techniques
have been proposed in [79], [80] to overcome the limitation of
controlling the capacitor voltage for all ranges of modulation
index.

A switched-capacitor based CHB (SC-CHB) MLI was pro-
posed in [81]. The suggested topology has remarkable fea-
tures, such as self-balancing capability and its ability to offer
a boosted staircase AC voltage. Consequently, the proposed
topology can be a versatile converter in the industrial ap-
plications. For instance, by eliminating the leakage current
and boosting the input voltage, it can make the transformer
needless in grid-tied PV applications.

A hybrid asymmetric 2-cell CHB inverter was proposed in
[82], where a flyback converter is used to provide the input DC
voltage to the low-voltage H-bridge cell (Fig. 9(b)). Thus, the
two H-bridge cells operate with different voltage levels and
under different switching frequencies. Another hybrid topol-
ogy was proposed in [83] by combining 1 leg of H-bridge and
1 leg of NPC and 1 additional bidirectional switch. Moreover,
the proposed topology consists of a capacitor in each cell
whose voltage is balanced by appropriate switching strategy
even under fault conditions. The proposed topology has a
capability of producing five-level output. These levels can be
extended by using cascading structure similar to CHB inverter.
A higher-level Symmetrical Hybrid CHB (SH-CHB) topology
(9-level) was proposed in [84] by integrating a 5-level dc/dc
converter cell with an H-bridge module.

Another single-stage 3-cell CHB (7-level) inverter with
boosting (triple voltage gain), self-balancing of the capacitors’
voltages, and low voltage stress capabilities was proposed in
[85], [86]. Two bidirectional voltage blocking switches were
used to interconnect the H-bridge cells and enable the integra-
tion of two switched-capacitors.

Another 5-level CHB-based SDCS-MLI with self-
balancing capability of the capacitors’ voltages was proposed
in [87] for isolated grid-tied systems. The proposed converter
requires 12 power switches (a leg with four switches
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FIGURE 10. Common MMC topologies with different submodule type: (a)
half-bridge, (b) full-bridge, (c) NPC.

connected to the inputs of 2 H-bridge inverters) and two
dc-link capacitors.

By using a small high-frequency link, operating the auxil-
iary bridges as active filters while the main bridges commutate
at fundamental frequency, an improved asymmetrical CHB
(ACHB) inverter was proposed in [88] to generate any number
of levels.

In [89], the connection of a single-input multiple-output
buck converter to an H-bridge inverter (Fig. 9(c)) is used to
generate a 5-level output voltage. It is worth noting that the
proposed topology is characterized by its reduced cost due to
the use of a partial-scale buck converter.

Moreover, [90] presents an effective circuit configuration
MLI which can increase the number of output voltage levels
compared with the conventional CHB MLI. The proposed
topology consists of a DC input source with a series of capac-
itors, diodes, active switches for synthesizing output voltage
levels, and an H-bridge inverter. To generate a 7-level output
voltage, the proposed topology needs 7 switches, where the
traditional CHB inverter needs 12 switches.

5) MMC FAMILY

Modular multilevel converter (MMC) topologies are becom-
ing attractive in both industrial applications and academic
research. The MMC is a very promising and attractive MLI
used especially in high-power and high-voltage single and
3-phase applications [91]. For a higher number of submod-
ules, this structure is characterized by its high fault-tolerance
taking advantage of the state redundancies (degree of freedom
in generating voltage levels). Building blocks (sub-modules)
can be easily added in series in order to handle considerably
higher voltages. Fig. 10(a) shows a typical single-phase circuit
topology, where SMi{1−4} denotes the cascaded connection of
multiple submodules (half-bridge modules) in each arm and
leg [93]. Note that, in each leg, there are two arms connected

FIGURE 11. Experimental results of a 3-level MMC output voltage.

in series via two equal inductors. The switches need to pro-
vide bidirectional current flowing and unidirectional voltage
blocking. This submodule can be operated in two quadrants
and can generate only two voltage levels (0, + Vdc/2) at
the output. By parallel connection of two identical H-bridge
modules, a full-bridge module (Fig. 10(b)) can be created and
both positive and negative cell DC voltages can be obtained
(0, ±Vdc/2) at the output terminals (Fig. 11). Combination
(series connection) of half and full-bridge submodules leads to
achieving both unipolar and bipolar cell benefits by generating
an asymmetric four-level voltage waveform (Vdc ,0, ±Vdc/2).
The submodules could be connected in series or in parallel in
other configurations, such as asymmetrical double, clamped-
double, FC, and NPC commutated cells (Fig. 10(c)), in order
to meet the requirements for a specific application [94]. It is
generally desired to achieve a cell structure having a higher
voltage blocking capability, symmetrical voltage levels, and a
bipolar operation at a minimum cost (related to the number of
devices and losses).

For distributed PV systems, a new circuit topology of MMC
was proposed in [95]. In that topology, the inductors (placed
in conventional MMC to limit the circulating current) are
replaced by a transformer. The proposed circuit gives a 50%
reduction in the voltage rating of the power devices and the
capacitor size in comparison with the basic MMC topology.
The required DC-link voltage that is directly fed by PV panels
is also reduced by half. In addition, the transformer helps to
limit the fault current in the DC bus.

6) OTHER FAMILIES

Other MLI topologies have been proposed in the litera-
ture to generate different voltage levels for several applica-
tions, while using a SDCS. For instance, 9-level topologies
with boosting and capacitor’s voltage self-balancing capabil-
ities were proposed in [96]–[98]. Moreover, many switched-
capacitors based MLI topologies have been proposed [99]–
[104].

A single-phase 9-level switched-capacitor MLI (9L-
SCMLI) has been proposed in [99]. The SCMLI is character-
ized by its appropriate boosting property and higher efficiency
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compared to the classical SDCS-MLI topologies. A switched-
capacitor (SC) cell is built by employing two equal capacitors
paralleled to a single dc source to boost the input voltage. A
modified version called single-stage switched-capacitor mod-
ule (S3CM) was proposed in [100]. The main advantage of the
S3CM topology is to minimize the blocking voltage across the
switches, but the switch count is high. To overcome the draw-
backs of the S3CM, a compact switched capacitor multilevel
inverter (CSCMLI) topology was proposed in [101], offering a
boost and self-voltage balancing capabilities while employing
a reduced switches count. The capacitors voltages balancing is
ensured by selecting an appropriate switching sequence. The
capacitors are integrated to keep the equal average voltage
during the switching operation.

Using 2 SCs and 9 switching devices, a transformerless
dual-mode five-level common-grounded type (5L-DM-CGT)
inverter was proposed in [104]. The proposed topology can
operate in buck and boost modes while eliminating the leak-
age current. Some common-grounded SDCS-MLIs are using
inductors at their inputs to make a boost stage and increase
the DC voltage, which usually requires a separate PWM or
controller for the DC-DC stage [105]–[106].

On the other hand, some topologies use coupled inductors
to increase the number of output voltage levels without adding
more switches to the configuration [107], [118]. The main
practical concern about using inductors is their size and losses
at higher current.

C. CONTROL STRATEGIES

Usually, the control techniques applied to power converters
consist of cascaded current and voltage loops. In PV applica-
tions, the voltage error is also injected into the current refer-
ence to control the dc link voltage. However, the injection of
voltage errors into a single current reference cannot ensure a
proper share of the active power among the dc links to keep
the capacitors voltages balanced. For example, in single-phase
applications, external controllers should be employed to regu-
late the two DC capacitors’ voltages in NPC and T3 inverters
(redundant switching states could be considered for 3-phase
applications). The same applies to ANPC and FCI topologies
except their auxiliary capacitors.

Thus, the main challenge for most of the SDCS-MLI
topologies is to regulate the voltages across the auxiliary ca-
pacitors while best tracking the output current reference. It
is also worth noting that the controlled variables are interre-
lated in most of the topologies (FCI, PUC, and MMC) and
any change in one of them may affect the others. Usually,
additional circuits or external controllers are used to balance
the voltages across the auxiliary capacitors. Also, most con-
veniently, redundant switching states are used to perform this
task in some topologies. For example, a Phase Disposition
Pulse Width Modulation (PD-PWM)-based strategy was pro-
posed in [108], [109] to balance the capacitors voltages in
FCIs. Similarly, the capacitors voltages of a 7-level 3x2 SMC
were balanced in [110] using the same technique. An optimal
switching-based voltage balancing technique (only optimal

transitions between consecutive voltage levels are considered)
was proposed by authors in [111] for a similar SMC structure.
Owing to their fast dynamic response and ability to include
constraints with different natures, several Model Predictive
Control (MPC)-based strategies have been also extensively
applied as an alternative to the standard PI controllers to con-
trol FCIs [112]- [114], PUC [36]- [38], and MMCs [91], [92]
The most common control techniques applied to SDCS-MLIs
are summarized in Fig. 12.

III. SDCS-MLI TOPOLOGIES COMPARISON

A realistic comparison of MLIs should cover the commercial-
ization factors such as size, cost, and efficiency which are the
most important keys for industries to make products out of
them. These factors can be turned into the engineering or re-
search words like the number of components, voltage/current
rating of components, size of passive filters, switching fre-
quency, etc. The number of components, voltage/current rat-
ing, and switching frequency has a direct effect on the cost
and size. The more components, the higher losses, and con-
sequently the lower efficiency. As well, larger filters force the
overall size of the inverter to be higher.

Most of the performed comparisons in the literature only
include the number of components such as DC sources, active
switches, diodes, and capacitors without considering the num-
ber of voltage levels or equal voltage rating of the switches.
Such efforts may be interesting for research but impractical in
real applications. Industries look for cheap but effective solu-
tions. For instance, the CHB is appealing for industry because
of modularity. Although it requires isolated DC sources for
each cell, installation/commissioning/maintenance is reason-
able as well as full-bridge switch modules are manufactured
at low prices by many sources.

To have a fair engineering comparison, the number of
switches and voltage levels should be listed all together. As
well, since this work is devoted to SDCS-MLIs, the number
of voltage-controlled capacitors should be included in the
comparison. It is also better to compare MLIs with the same
number of output voltage levels as the performance changes
per number of levels obviously. In this study, in order to
calculate the total voltage withstanding (Table IV–Table VI),
it has been assumed that a 600 V peak voltage level is re-
quired at the output of each topology. Therefore, according to
the boosting feature of the topology, the appropriate voltage
amplitudes of the DC-links have been calculated and then, the
voltage rating of each device has been obtained. Finally, the
voltage ratings of all parts in every topology have been added
together to achieve the total withstanding voltage. Separate
comparison tables have been prepared for 5-level, 7-level and
9-level topologies (Table 4–Table 6).

Eventually, a comparison has been performed on 3-phase
SDCS-MLI topologies and results are listed in Table 7.

According to such comparisons, it can be concluded that
a higher number of capacitors are needed for a higher num-
ber of levels. Consequently, more complex voltage balancing
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FIGURE 12. Most common control techniques applied to SDCS-MLIs.

TABLE 4 5-Level SDCS-MLI Topologies

TABLE 5 7-Level SDCS-MLI Topologies
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TABLE 6 9-Level SDCS-MLI Topologies

TABLE 7 3-Phase SDCS-MLI Topologies

techniques are required to keep the voltages of the capacitors
at desired levels.

IV. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

Till now, the mostly used MLIs in the industry are NPC, T3,
and CHB. All these topologies have been used due to the
industrial demand for high-power delivery and market limit
on voltage/current rating of switches. The main advantage of
those topologies is the reduced voltage rating of switches that
help using them in high-power and ultra-high-power, medium,
or high voltage applications such as large motor drives and
wind energy conversion systems [6]. To reduce the voltage
rating in those configurations, it was necessary to split the
DC link. The positive side effect of split DC links in MLIs
is the generation of multilevel output voltage waveform. Such

waveform is more similar to a sine wave with lower harmonic
contents than a 2-level one inherently. For instance, a 3-level
waveform has 50% lower THD than a 2-level one. Therefore,
it is clear that the size of output filters will be reduced sig-
nificantly by adding more levels to the output voltage wave-
form. Increasing the number of levels needs more isolated DC
sources or voltage-controlled capacitors which is not cost and
size-effective. In this regard, CHB can generate a high number
of voltage levels by adding more cells thanks to its modularity.
However, it requires isolated DC sources that increase the
size and cost dramatically and reduces the applicability for
a vast range of power. It is justifiable only for high-power
applications like hundreds of kilowatts or megawatts where
there are no available components for such ratings. Currently,
many companies like Infineon, Semikron, Vincotech, and Fuji
Electric are developing and manufacturing switch modules for
NPC, ANPC and T3 (Table 8). They have integrated multi
IGBT switches and diodes in one package to reduce the size
and increase the efficiency. Vincotech has also developed
other modules like FC and H6.5 for various applications such
as PV inverters and motor drives.

Such modules are used by well-known companies to build
high power UPS or pumps. For instance, ABB is manufactur-
ing 3-level NPC and 5-level ANPC for industrial drives and
frequency converters. Schneider Electric uses 3-level NPC for
motor drives and 4-level FC for UPS products. Toshiba also
uses 3-level NPC with 3-level and 5-level PWM for their
high-power drives. All those converters are mostly used for
high power applications like pumps, fans, conveyors, traction
systems, etc.

Nowadays, industries are more interested in using MLIs for
low and medium power ratings (like more than 1 kW) as a
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TABLE 8 Common Industrial MLI Switch Modules

result of low prices of the active switches. This range is mainly
related to residential and small-scale industrial applications.
Moreover, it also belongs to single-phase applications such as
residential PV inverters, water pumps, home generator sets,
low/medium power backup UPS, etc. As shown in previous
sections, it is almost impractical and uneconomical to use
topologies with isolated DC sources for low and medium
power ratings. Therefore, SDCS-MLIs are getting more atten-
tion for that power rating and industries are developing them
for market products. Although a high number of levels is al-
ways interesting for researchers, it is very bulky and costly to
increase the number of components like switches and capaci-
tors for such power ranges for market players. Considering the
size, cost, voltage balancing issues, efficiency, manufacturing,
etc, there would be a trade-off for MLIs to find their way to
the market.

A 3-level Full-Bridge (FB) can be built using the same
hardware of 2-level FB but changing the software to have a
unidirectional PWM and generate a 3-level waveform with
50% lower THD. Although it needs extra gate drivers, it man-
ages to reduce the output filters significantly. Going beyond,
as reviewed in this paper, some SDCS-MLIs are generating

FIGURE 13. Applications of SDCS-MLIs.

a high number of voltage levels like 9-level and more but
looking to the industry, it is revealed that 5-level topologies
are at the highest attention at the moment. The 5-level MLIs
need between 6-10 switches and 1-3 auxiliary capacitors.
The well-known topologies are 2-leg NPC/T3/FC and PUC5.
Fig. 13 shows the possible applications of Single-DC-Source
MLIs.

Imperix builds 3-level NPC legs to be used in single-phase
and 3-phase applications. Vincotech also manufactures differ-
ent types of converters for renewable energy systems such as
H-Bridge, FC, H6.5, NPC, T3 and ANPC. Huawei, SolarEdge
and Ossiaco are developing their products around 5-level core
inverters Huawei has announced the use of 5-level technology
for their data centers. SolarEdge is developing HD Wave with
a 5-level MLI for PV energy conversion system. Ossiaco is
developing its EV Charger/PV Inverter based on the PUC5
topology.

According to these exploration outcomes, it is clear that
although high power multilevel converters are widely used in
the industries, many companies started developing and man-
ufacturing multilevel converters for single-phase low/medium
power applications such as EV chargers, V2G, V2H, PV in-
verters and residential UPS. Moreover, industries tend to use
SDCS-MLIs due to being practical and affordable in terms
of size and cost for all type of power electronics applications
(Fig. 14).

V. COMMERCIALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

CHALLENGES

As industrial applications have shown, it is obvious that low-
harmonic multilevel waveforms could attract the attention
of industries to commercialize the most reliable and cost-
effective topologies. However, it should be noted that adding
more switches and auxiliary capacitors to the inverter struc-
ture is always costly for manufacturing. Moreover, it will
bring further complication to the control circuit to add ex-
tra gate drivers, voltage balancing techniques, and switching
algorithms. Therefore, there should be some gains on the
topology such as reduced size of the passive components,
reduced switching frequency and switching losses, increased
reliability, and efficiency, to be selected by a company to
commercialize. Industries are always looking for a trade-off
between the number of levels and complexity of the design
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FIGURE 14. SDCS-MLI industrial products.

and operation. Some drawbacks of the existing SDCS-MLIs
can be mentioned as below:

1) Using high number of switches while generating low
number of voltage levels

2) Having multiple stages (DC-DC and DC-AC) to in-
crease the number of DC links and voltage levels

3) Using numerous capacitors as auxiliary DC links
4) Using large capacitors as auxiliary DC links
5) Difficult voltage balancing procedure of auxiliary DC

links
6) Complex control circuits with extra gate drivers and

voltage/current sensors
7) Complicated switching algorithm.
Currently, 5-level SDCS-MLIs are matured and widely

developed/manufactured by companies for various applica-
tions such as EV chargers, motor drives and PV inverters
as a solution to above-mentioned trade-off and drawbacks.
Topologies such as CHB, T3, NPC, ANPC and PUC5 could
prove their ability to be commercialized by industry due to
low-complexity voltage balancing, acceptable performance
by available standard controllers (cascaded PI controllers),
design consideration and suitable reliability and efficiency.
Thus, it is seen that industries are interested in simplicity
and high-performance for their next generation of power elec-
tronic converters. Based on the review study performed in this
paper, the future research and development challenges can be
listed as follows:

1) Extending the use of SDCS-MLI topologies from
high-power to medium/low-power applications such
as aerospace and aircrafts, power supplies, residential
products, electrified transportation, solid state trans-
formers, etc.

2) Developing higher-level SDCS-MLI topologies (more
than 5-level). One suggestion is to replace the isolated
DC sources by voltage-controlled capacitors in MDCS-
MLIs.

3) Applying new voltage balancing techniques or external
circuits to reduce the size of auxiliary capacitors and
voltage ripples in single-DC-source topologies.

4) Designing new switching techniques with integrated
voltage balancing algorithms to reduce the complexity
of the controllers.

5) Reducing losses and increasing the efficiency
6) Developing modular/fault-tolerant SDCS-MLI topolo-

gies
7) Designing resonant converters based on SDCS-MLIs.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an extensive review on Single-DC-
Source Multilevel Inverters (SDCS-MLIs). Different ex-
isting MLI families, such as Flying Capacitors Inverter
(FCI), Packed U-Cell (PUC), Neutral Point Clamped (NPC),
Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB), Modular Multilevel Converter
(MMC), have been reviewed and analyzed based on their
structure, number of output voltage levels, number of ac-
tive/passive components, boosting capability, voltage rating,
advantages/limitations, and industrial applications. Based on
the proposed review study, it has been shown that 5-level
SDCS-MLIs present a good trade-off between low-harmonic
multilevel waveform (high-performance), cost-effectiveness,
and structure simplicity. Thus, they have been considered as
matured and widely developed/manufactured by companies
for various applications such as EV chargers, motor drives
and PV inverters. Furthermore, recommendations on topolo-
gies such as CHB, T3, NPC, ANPC and PUC5 are given
based on their proven ability to be commercialized due to
low-complexity voltage balancing, acceptable performance by
available standard controllers, design consideration and suit-
able reliability and efficiency.

Finally, future research and development challenges such
as extending the use of SDCS-MLI topologies to medium
and low-power applications, applying new voltage balancing
techniques to reduce the size of auxiliary capacitors and volt-
age ripples, developing modular and fault-tolerant topologies,
have been defined.
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